ACROSS
1 Ten heard nonsense from supporter (8)
5 Idle American's capacity to take nothing in (6)
9 Plan for homeless to get back inside (8)
10 Provide evidence at trial (6)
12 Gets rid of outbuildings (5)
13 Hurt in caring for rabbit (4-5)
14 Bad weather keeps doctor in a flutter (6)
16 Shine having knowledge about table (7)
19 A recoil released an amount of energy (7)
21 Autocrat created a scare (6)
23 Hit the roof, as Adam did (5,4)
25 Team leader requests work (5)
26 Turkish commander accepts completion of meeting plan (6)
27 Acquainted and becoming intimate (8)
28 Guarantee rebuke when scratching head (6)
29 Food's all right for so long (8)

DOWN
1 Help animal first (6)
2 Weed or plant during bad weather (9)
3 Painter put up prices (5)
4 Closely bind covering for kippers (7)
6 Doctor hides note secretly (2,3,4)
7 Step in tango requiring study (5)
8 Quiet when going to bed (8)
11 Call the band (4)
15 Publican's purpose in trade (9)
17 Tory leader managed summit to become known (9)
18 Notorious gangster stole one (8)
20 Icelander shows panache (4)
21 Tory gets an informal farewell in musical form (7)
22 Saint in a sea of stars (6)
24 Plans tossed aside (5)
25 Note about supporting member of a family (5)